
SKULL
COLLECTION



“I ’ve been obsessed with skulls forever – from the first time
I saw artists like Pushead, who put skulls on the Misfits and 
Metallica albums, and Zero skateboards back in the day.
I ’ve always loved them, they scream rock ’n’ roll, they scream 
danger and poison. Skulls stand against everything, so to present 
them in a way like this and take it to a new level is special.” 

Travis Barker

Travis Barker  is a world-acclaimed musician, 
writer and producer based in Los Angeles. As part of 
Blink-182, he is regarded as one of the most influential 
drummers of our time. Barker’s work as a prolific 
collaborator and producer has seen him work with 
artists including Post Malone, Machine Gun Kelly, jxdn, 
and Young Thug, blurring the lines between hip hop, 
rock and punk. 

Buster + Punch is the disruptive, home fashion
label with its roots in custom motorcycles and London’s 
sub-culture scene. Formed by renowned architect,
Massimo Buster Minale, the brand references the 
attitude and fluidity of fashion, music, interiors, and 
the vibrant energy of Britain’s capital. Using rare solid 
metals and precise engineering, Buster + Punch 
transforms everyday objects into extraordinary home 
and life details.  

Travis and Massimo poured their blood, sweat and styles 
into a collaboration that blurs the lines between music, 
fashion and interiors. The skull collection is built from
sand + investment cast solid metals, and hand finished
to ensure no two pieces are the same. 

Next time you tune your drums, close the door or turn 
on the light, you may feel like a Rockstar.



[ finish. STEEL. ]

 BRASS. ]

[ sku. UTB-071827. ]

 UTB-051826. ]

50 mm

55 mm

A universal drum key designed by Travis Barker.
It’s made from molten cast metal and finished by 
hand, so every piece is one-of-a-kind. Functional and 
decorative, the drum key can either be used to tune 
your drums or be worn as a necklace and comes 
complete with it’s own ball chain. The piece is then 
signed with the B+P & TB insignias on the reverse.

[ type.  DRUM KEY. ]



v v

74 mm

40 mm

75 mm 30 mm

A freestanding skull doorstop that makes every entrance dramatic, made from 
solid, cast metal, buffed and finished by hand. Features a non-slip buffer on the 
bottom to prevent scuffs to your floor and debossed B+P & TB insignias on the 
top. The nature of the casting process means no two doorstops are the same.

A skull furniture knob made from molten cast metal, refined and polished carefully 
by hand. Stamped with the B+P & TB insignias on either side, putting one of these 
onto a door, cupboard or drawer will definitely turn heads. Thanks to the casting 
process, each one is unique.

[ type. DOORSTOP. ] [ type. CABINET KNOB. ]

[ finish. STEEL. ]

 BRASS. ]

[ finish. STEEL. ]

 BRASS. ]

[ sku. UTB-071837. ]

 UTB-051836. ]

[ sku. UFK-071829. ]

 UFK-051828. ]



165 mm

159 mm

A super heavy hitter; the skull bowl is made from solid
cast metal polished on the inside by hand, with the
outside left tactile, raw and unique. Finished with
debossed TB & B+P insignias. Its casting process
means each bowl is a one-of-a-kind original.

[ type.  BOWL. ]

[ finish. STEEL. ]

 BRASS. ]

[ sku. UTB-071833. ]

 UTB-051832. ]



v v

65 mm

45 mm

15 mm 10 mm

19 mm

A skull candle holder with a refined, high fashion 
attitude. Made from solid casted metal, polished 
and refined by talented hands. It ’s signed with 
stamped TB & B+P insignias. The casting process 
makes each piece unique.

A skull necklace with matching ‘Cuban’ chain.
Made from solid cast metal and sliced through
its centre to sit with a low profile against the
skin, it features debossed TB & B+P insignias
on its reverse. As with every cast piece, no two
necklaces are the same.

[ type. CANDLE HOLDER. ] [ type. NECKLACE. ]

[ finish. STEEL. ]

 BRASS. ]

[ finish. SILVER. ]

 GOLD. ]

[ sku. UCH-071835. ]

 UCH-051834. ]

[ sku. UNE-621831. ]

 UNE-131830. ]



125 mm

280 mm

395.3 mm

202 mm

A table lamp made from solid spun metal, brushed and refined by hand. It features a skull 
pendant pull made from solid cast metal that ’s polished by hand. The lamp’s metal top 
cap features our skull logo. The nature of the casting means no two lamps are the same.

[ type.  TABLE LIGHT. ]

[ finish. STEEL. ]

 BRASS. ]

[ sku. RST-072416. ]

 RST-052415. ]



v  v  

[ type.  1/4 zip sWEATSHIRT. ] [ type. T-SHIRT. ]

[ size. UK XS / EU 44. ]

 UK S / EU 46. ]

 UK M / EU 48. ]

 UK L / EU 50. ]

 UK XL / EU 52. ]

 UK XXL / EU 54. ]

[ sku. UST-562362. ]

 UST-562363. ]

 UST-562364. ]

 UST-562365. ]

 UST-562366. ]

 UST-562367. ]

[ size. UK XS / EU 44. ]

 UK S / EU 46. ]

 UK M / EU 48. ]

 UK L / EU 50. ]

 UK XL / EU 52. ]

 UK XXL / EU 54. ]

[ sku. UST-562356. ]

 UST-562357. ]

 UST-562358. ]

 UST-562359. ]

 UST-562360. ]

 UST-562361. ]

Black sweater with quarter length zip in heavyweight 480
gsm terry cotton. Relaxed fit with semi-dropped shoulder.
Features printed B+P & TB insignias and our skull stamp
graphic on the reverse.

A black t-shirt in heavyweight 230 gsm jersey cotton.
Relaxed fit with semi-dropped shoulder. Features white
printed B+P & TB insignias and skull stamp on the reverse.
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PRESS ENQUIRIES

Global Press: press@busterandpunch.com

North American Press: press@busterandpunch.us

SALES ENQUIRIES

 Global Sales: sales@busterandpunch.com

North American Sales:  sales@busterandpunch.us

INFORMATION

info@busterandpunch.com

FOLLOW US

Instagram: @busterandpunch

Facebook: busterandpunch


